
 

 
 

 

 

Cancelations terms 

Right of withdrawal 

You have the right to withdraw the contract within 14 days without declaration of reasons. 
The cancelation period apply until the digital delivery. 

The cancellation period is 14 days after conclusion of contract. 

To use your right of withdrawal you have to tell us uns (Medizin & Service GmbH, 
Boettcherstraße 10, 09117 Chemnitz, Germany, info@gmon.eu, Phone: +49 371 560360, Fax: +49 

371 56036 22) with an explicit declaration (e.g. mail delivered by post, phone, fax or email) to 
inform us about your decision to withdraw the contract. You can us the enclosed revocable 
form but it is not mandatory. 

To keep the cancelation period it is sufficed that your message to execute the right of 
withdrawal is before the end of the cancelation period transmitted.  

Consequences of the withdrawal 

If you withdraw the contract we pay all taken payments that we have from you including the 
delivery costs (with the exception of all added costs that come from another delivery 
method which is not the cheapest offered standard delivery) immediately and at the latest 
after 14 days from the day were your withdrawal on receipt to repay. For the repay we use 
the same payment method as you used with the original transaction except it was something 
explicit different agreed. In no case we calculate with the repayment additional fees. 

The right of withdrawal extinguish if the contract is about the delivery from not physically 
data medium with digital content, even if we begin the contract executing, after you have 
explicit agreed, that we can begin executing the contract before end of the revocable time, 
and your knowledge confirmed, that with agreeing with begin the executing the contract 
you right of withdrawal extinguish. 

Widerrufsbelehrung erstellt mit dem Trusted Shops Rechtstexter in Kooperation mit Wilde 
Beuger Solmecke Rechtsanwälte. 

 

http://shop.trustedshops.com/rechtstexte-kostenlos
https://shop.trustedshops.com/de/
http://www.wbs-law.de/
http://www.wbs-law.de/

